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THE HISTORY
We are Northern Hunting, a Danish hunting clothing brand with a radically different belief. We believe in value for money, without compromising functionality or quality. Together with a perfect fit
and challenging design, we make hunting clothes become an experience. We want to be the best,
nothing less, that’s why we design everything ourselves here in Denmark.
We founded the company back in 2015, on pure passion and a bit of provocation. We were provoked
of the outdated conditions in the hunting clothing industry. How could prices have gone so high?
Why did this industry not develop for so many years? Nothing should avoid development. We are
working every day, to challenge these conditions, and it seams that changes finally start to show.
With over 20 years of experience in designing, producing and testing hunting
clothes, we believe that we got the needed reliability. To state this, we
provide you 5 years of product warranty. We take the risk, it should
not be yours to take! Your satisfaction is of highest priority.
So far it’s working out, but there is still loads of work to be done!
We will continue running, and hopefully you will join us in our
pursuit of shaping the future hunting clothing business.
Together with the hunters of Northern Hunting,
we wish you a nice journey with our products.
Jonas Plagborg
A hunter, and CEO of Northern Hunting
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Aslak Hugin - hunting jacket
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Aslak Teit - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Aslak Hugin

Aslak Teit

1700 DKK / 230 EUR

1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Aslak Hugin

+15
0
Waterproof Windproof Ventilation

Silent

Strong

Breathable

Aslak Teit

Adjustable Radio Pocket
Hood

+15
0
Waterproof Windproof Ventilation

Silent

Strong

Breathable

Ideal C

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Aslak Hugin & Aslak Teit
awesome all around hunting set.

The Aslak Hugin jacket and Aslak Teit trousers are designed in an unique strong, silent and soft fabric.
We call the fabric quality ”our signature quality” because this is a material that we have developed ourselves.
Read more about this material on the page 18.
The Aslak hunting set has full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped stitchings all over and waterproof zippers. These
features make the set 100% waterproof. The harmonious green colours of the hunting set is carefully chosen to
complement the nuances of nature’s own colours in a matching colour combination.
Aslak hunting set is light, strong and silent, making it the superior choice as the all around hunting set.
It only gets greater with time and use.
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Aslak Teit trousers
metal D-ring attachment point

Aslak Hugin jacket
adjustable hood

Aslak Hugin jacket
inside details

Aslak Hugin jacket
backside ventilation
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Aslak Teit trousers
side ventilation

We are
the link combining you
and wilderness

Aslak Hugin - hunting jacket
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Aslak Teit - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Akse - hunting anorak
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1900 DKK / 255 EUR
Aslak Teit - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

The

Akse
awesome all around anorak.

The Akse anorak is designed in our signature quality.
Meaning that this anorak is 100% wind- and waterproof, plus super strong!
Full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped stitchings all over and waterproof zippers make the anorak 100% waterproof.
With a full zipper in the side, it is very easy to get in and out of the anorak - plus the clean front
characterizing an anorak is retained.
The harmonious green colour of the anorak is carefully chosen to complement the nuances of nature’s own colours .
Akse is light, strong and silent, making it the perfect choice as your number one anorak.
It only gets greater with time and use.
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Akse

1900 DKK / 255 EUR

Waterproof Windproof

Silent

Breathable

+15
0
Grib Edge Adjustable Game Bag
Hood

Ideal C

Strong

5
Outer Layer Warranty

The

Akse
awesome all around anorak.
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The Akse anorak is designed in our signature quality. Meaning that this anorak is 100% wind- and waterproof, plus
super strong! With full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped stitchings all over and waterproof zippers this anorak is
100% waterproof. With a full zipper in the side, it is very easy to get in and out of the anorak, plus the clean front
characterizing an anorak is retained. Big pockets on the front ensures that you can bring it all on the hunt.
Furthermore there is a large harepocket on the back, perfect for the game or extra gear. Radio attachment point
on the front makes the handling of your radio easy and quick. A large and 3-way adjustable hood gives you the
possibility to hide away from wild weather. The harmonious green colour of the aonrak is carefully chosen to complement the nuances of nature’s own colours. Akse is light, strong and silent, making it the perfect choice as your
number one anorak.

Akse - hunting anorak
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1900 DKK / 255 EUR
Asmund Birk - hunting trousers
1000 DKK / 135 EUR
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Thor Ragnar - hunting jacket
with insulation and
ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
2500 DKK / 335 EUR
Thor Balder - hunting trousers
with insulation and
ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1300 DKK / 175 EUR

Thor Ragnar

Thor Balder

2500 DKK / 335 EUR

1300 DKK / 175 EUR

Thor Ragnar

Thor Ragnar

Waterproof Windproof

Highly
Ventilation
Insulation

Silent

Waterproof Windproof

Highly
Ventilation
Insulation

+5
-15
Breathable

Strong

Removable Adjustable Grib Edge
Hood
Hood

+5
-15
Game Bag Radio Pocket

Ideal C

Breathable

Strong

Ideal C

Silent

5
Outer Layer Warranty

5
Outer Layer Warranty
The

Thor Ragnar & Thor Balder
extreme winter hunting set.

Thor Ragnar jacket and Thor Balder trousers are designed in our signature quality. The fabric is silent and extremely durable, why it excels for all types of hunting. With full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped stitchings all over and
waterproof zippers this set is 100% waterproof. Made with a lightweight insulation to keep the body warm in the
coldest six months of the year. An extra high number of pockets in the jacket provide fantastic options for storage.
Thor Ragnar has 2-way waterproof ventilation zippers under the arms, game bag, and a removable hood for flexible
usability. The hood is 3-way adjustable and gives you the possibility to hide away from white-knuckling weather.
Thor Balder has adjustable straps at the legends, to make sure the trousers are tightly closed to your boots. The
harmonious green colours are carefully chosen to complement the nuances of nature’s own colours. Thor hunting
set is warm, strong and silent, making it the perfect choice as your favorite winter armor.
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Thor Ragnar jacket
adjustable and
removable hood

Thor Ragnar jacket
inside details

Thor Ragnar jacket
open ventilation
under both arms and
backside game bag
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I do not follow the crowd
the norm
the safe
I follow a different track
the fun
the wild
I am a hunter for life!

Thor Ragnar - hunting jacket
with lightweight insulation and
ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
2500 DKK / 335 EUR
Asmund Birk - hunting trousers
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Our

Exquisite Signature
Quality
the strength from 3 different materials.
We call the fabric quality ”our signature quality” because this is a material that
we have developed ourselves.
It is a combination of cotton, nylon and polyester fibers - that all have their
own amazing characteristics, together they become one silent, soft and strong
quality! It is light, strong and silent, making it the superior choice if you need
only one material to handle it all around the hunting.
A unique windproof and waterproof fabric - which, moreover, is impregnated
from the beginning.
It only gets greater with time and patina!

Water Repellent

Breathable

Strong

Silent

From the point of view of design, we are seeking to make a change from the
traditional straight lines to a more organic and experimental collaboration
between different sections of the garment.
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Skjold Aki - camouflage jacket
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Skjold Arn - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1100 DKK / 150 EUR
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Skjold Aki

Skjold Arn

1700 DKK / 230 EUR

1100 DKK / 150 EUR

Skjold Aki orange

+15
0
Waterproof Windproof Ventilation

Silent

Skjold Arn

Breathable Camo Print Blaze HiVis Adjustable
Hood

+15
0
Waterproof Windproof Ventilation

Silent

Breathable Camo Print

Ideal C

Radio
Pocket

5
Outer Layer Warranty

The

Skjold Aki & Skjold Arn
silent lightweight camouflage set.
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Skjold Aki orange and Skjold Arn are designed in an exceptionally silent waterproof and windproof lightweight
fabric, enabling hunting that is both comfortable and effortless. With full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped
stitchings all over and waterproof zippers this hunting set is 100% waterproof. Licensed TECL-WOOD™ camouflage
print inspired by colours from Nordic forests make sure that you are hidden in the woods, but with the line of HiVis
orange TECL-WOOD™ camouflage on the Skjold Aki jacket, you are perfectly safety when hunting with other hunters. Ventilation zippers under the arms on Skjold Aki and in the side of the legs on Skjold Arn, let you get rid of the
heat fast in active or very exciting hunts.

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer Warranty

Skjold Aki - camouflage jacket
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Skjold Arn - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1100 DKK / 150 EUR

Skjold Aki - camouflage jacket
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Skjold Arn - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1100 DKK / 150 EUR

Skjold Aki

1700 DKK / 230 EUR

Skjold Aki green

+15
0
Waterproof Windproof Ventilation

Silent

Breathable Camo Print

Adjustable Radio Pocket
Hood

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Skjold Aki
lightweight disappearance.

Skjold Aki green is designed in an exceptionally silent waterproof and windproof lightweight fabric, enabling hunting that is both comfortable and effortless. When we say lightweight we mean it, size large in Skjold Aki only weighs 1,25 kg. - that is light! With full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped stitchings all over and waterproof zippers
this hunting jacket is 100% waterproof. Licensed TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print inspired by colours from Nordic
forests make sure that you are hidden in the woods and able to get in close to the game. Ventilation zippers under
the arms let you get rid of the heat fast in active or very exciting hunts.
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Roar

1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Water Repellent Windproof

Breathable

Reversible

+15
0
Blaze HiVis

Radio Pocket

Ideal C

Camo Print

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Roar
reversible, resistant, reliable.
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The Roar reversible hunting jacket is an unfailing and diligent design in hardwearing reversible fabric. On one side
it has the licensed TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print inspired by colours from Nordic forests and on the other side
Roar features a licensed HiVis version of the TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print for perfect safety. Roar is a functional
and silent jacket with an ADDVENTEX™ WIND membrane, which makes both sides of the jacket water repellent and
windproof. With Roar you are at the same time gone for the game and highly visible for your hunting buddies.
This is 2-in-1 jacket.

Roar - reversible camo jacket
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1000 DKK / 135 EUR
Skjold Arn - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1100 DKK / 150 EUR

Ivar Thok jacket
adjustable and
removable hood
Ivar Thok jacket
inside details

Ivar Thok jacket
safe hook opening
on the backside

Ivar Thok jacket
open ventilation
under both arms

Ivar Atla trousers
removable cushion
(thigh pad)
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Designed to Disappear
- getting you closer to the game -

Trand - camouflage hat
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
150 DKK / 20 EUR
Ivar Thok - camouflage jacket
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
2200 DKK / 295 EUR
Ivar Atla - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR

Trand - camouflage hat
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
150 DKK / 20 EUR
Ivar Thok - camouflage jacket
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
2200 DKK / 295 EUR
Ivar Atla - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR

Ivar Thok

Ivar Atla

2200 DKK / 295 EUR

1700 DKK / 230 EUR

Ivar Thok

Ivar Atla

Waterproof Windproof

Silent

Ventilation

Highly
Insulation

Waterproof Windproof

Silent

Ventilation

Highly
Insulation

+5
-15
Breathable

Strong

Camo Print Removable Adjustable
Hood
Hood

+5
-15
Grib Edge Radio Pocket

Ideal C

Breathable

Strong

Camo Print

Ideal C

Outer Layer

5

5
Outer Layer Warranty

Warranty
The

Ivar Thok & Ivar Atla
super silent sneak set.

The Ivar Thok hunting jacket is functionally asymmetric designed making the jacket ideal for bow hunters. With details like Sleeve Tube and Safe Hook opening, Northern Hunting is increasing the level of quality in hunting clothes.
Extremely durable material with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print, developed specifically for Nordic forests,
providing ideal conditions for stalking and bow hunting. With full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped stitchings
all over and waterproof zippers, this hunting set is completely wind and waterproof. It is the perfect compromise,
which makes it possible to have the membrane and silence in the same piece of clothing - that is innovative.
The Ivar Atla hunting trousers got a great detail, the removable cushion in the well-placed thigh pockets, to relieve
pressure from the bow, Northern Hunting is increasing the level of quality in hunting clothes.
This set is designed to disappear and to super silent!
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The

TECL-WOOD® Optima-2™
Concealment Camo
TECL-WOOD™ Optima-2™ concealment camo pattern was designed for raised
angles typically encountered in European forests by tree-stand hunters out for
whitetail deer.
We utilized concealment principles found in nature as a basis for TECL-WOOD™
Optima-2™ forest concealment camo design and combined unique macro and
micro patterns to help human hunters stalk, ambush and undetected. Moreover, it features color fading, disruptive coloration and complex shapes disruption which cause the animal to see through the pattern without perceiving a
threat. Hunters can melt into the natural environment easier no matter where
or when they hunt.
Besides, the micro pattern used in TECL-WOOD™ Optima-2™ concealment camo
becomes more critical: it compensates for the contrasted, highly detailed background perceived by the prey.
More Features:
Our camo pattern uses high contrast so it remains highly effective at varying
distances and focus.
We optimized the contrast through shading and colorization to account for
how ungulates see when they look up in a wooded environment.
TECL-WOOD™ Optima-2™ concealment camo pattern offers better concealment effect in European forest.
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Read more at: www.tecl-wood.com

DIGITAL CAMO

LICENSED PATTERNS

Optima-2™
Concealment Camo

Unique digital concealment inspired by nature.
Highly effective combination of micro and macro
pattern.
Colour fading, disruptive colouration and complex
shapes.

O PTIMA- 2 ™
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Slejpner

Geir Agnar

1200 DKK / 160 EUR

1500 DKK / 200 EUR

Slejpner

+15
0
Windproof

Breathable

Strong

Geir Agnar

Highly
Insulation

Stretch

Wool

Ideal C

+15
0
Waterproof Windproof Ventilation

Breathable

Extremely
Strong

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Slejpner & Geir Agnar
hardcore hunting for the specialist hunter.
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The Slejpner windbreaker is made of wool, and in combination with Northern Hunting’s challenging design lines –
the style gets really interesting. Wool is highly insulating, which makes Slejpner perfect as a mid-layer on extra cold
hunting days, but also ideal as an outer layer in warmer temperatures. The ADDVENTEX™ Wind membrane protects
you against wind. Slejpner is a versatile hunting jersey both on and off the hunt.
The Geir Agnar hunting trousers is specially designed for specialist hunters, who require something extra from
their clothes. The hunting trouser is constructed in licensed materials, KEVLAR™, which provide an extremely high
durability. Geir Agnar is ideal for dog people and hunting through scrub and harsh environments. This extraordinary hunting pant is made with an ADDVENTEX™ membrane that makes it totally windproof and waterproof. Geir
Agnar is the perfect hunting pant, for the demanding specialist hunter. Pls. notice: Available in November 2018.

Trand - solid green hat
150 DKK / 20 EUR
Slejpner - windbreaker jersey
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR
Geir Agnar - kevlar trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1500 DKK / 200 EUR

Akse - hunting anorak
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1900 DKK / 255 EUR
Asmund Birk - hunting trousers
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Asmund Birk
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

+15
0
Water
Repellent

Breathable

Strong

Silent

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Asmund Birk
your strong, soft and silent hunting buddie.

The Asmund Birk hunting trousers are developed in a durable and breathable fabric, the fabric that we call ”our signature quality”. It is a combination of cotton, nylon and polyester fibers, together they become one silent, soft and
strong quality! Making this quality the superior choice if you need only one material to handle it all. Furthermor it
is impregnated from the beginning and it only gets greater with time and patina!
The appealing and functional design of Asmund Birk makes the trousers perfect to wear on dry hunting days.
The design is made in harmonious green colors, to fit perfectly into northern forests.
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Tolver Rahn
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

+25
+10
Water
Repellent

Breathable

Strong

Stretch

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Tolver Rahn
combine stretch and strength.

The Tolver Rahn hunting trousers are designed in an impressively light, breathable and durable fabric with stretch
panels, providing freedom and flexibility, plus a strong fabric in exposed areas. The simple and functional design,
as well as the hunting green colour, makes the Tolver Rahn hunting trousers an indispensable item in your hunting
wardrobe. Ideal both on and outside the hunt.
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Eik - hunting shirt
500 DKK / 70 EUR
Tolver Rahn - trousers
with stretch and canvas panels
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Akse - hunting anorak
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1900 DKK / 255 EUR
Ake Bakli - hunting trousers
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Ake Bakli

1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Water
Repellent

Breathable

Strong

+15
0
Stretch

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Ake Bakli
wild boys trousers.

The Ake Bakli trousers are specially designed to meet the requirements of wild boys who demand something extra of clothes and gear. Ake Bakli is constructed in a material that is extremely durable and loaded with numerous practical details. The Ake Bakli trousers are made
water repellent instead of waterproof, which gives an extra grade of breathability.
Ideal both on and outside the hunt.
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Read more at: www.addventex.com

The

ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
· 5000/8000 ·
ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 rejects 5000 mm water per square meter and allow the body
to transport 8000 g of water vapor per square meter a day.
Especially the breathability excels which make the membrane highly functional
under high intensity and extreme weather.
ADDVENTEX™ makes the climate superfluous.
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Eik

500 DKK / 70 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Eik
hunting shirt

Eik is designed in a combination of colors that make the shirt applicable to both hunting and in the everyday nature
life. The shirt is designed for rough practical use. The Eik shirt is made in a material with stretch that adds exibility
during activity and a fast dry dimension. A highly functional woodsman shirt with everything a wilderness shirt
should have. Wearing a shirt from Northern Hunting is not just being practical, but also being well-dressed!
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Eik - hunting shirt
500 DKK / 70 EUR
Tolver Rahn - trousers
with stretch and canvas panels
1000 DKK / 135 EUR
Magne - hunting shirt
500 DKK / 70 EUR
Aslak Teit - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 menbrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Magne - hunting shirt
500 DKK / 70 EUR
Aslak Teit - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 menbrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Magne

500 DKK / 70 EUR

5
Breathable

Silent

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Magne
hunting shirt

Magne shirt is made of a durable 100% cotton fabric, with its brushed surface finish making the shirt incredibly
soft and pleasant to wear. Colours and check patterns have been combined in a manner that makes Magne quite
special. Wearing a shirt from Northern Hunting is not just being practical, but also being well-dressed!
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Lauge - hunting shirt
500 DKK / 70 EUR

Lauge

500 DKK / 70 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Ventilation

Silent

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Lauge
hunting shirt

The Lauge hunting shirt has been developed in an extremely comfortable and functional cotton fabric with stretch
and back ventilation for high breathability, and freedom during the hunt. A simple shirt with stylistially pure lines
and an emphasis on the details. A highly functional shirt, with a good number of pockets, details and everything
a wilderness shirt should have. Wearing a shirt from Northern Hunting is not just beeing practical, but also being
well-dressed!
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Eske

500 DKK / 70 EUR

5
Breathable

Silent

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Eske
hunting shirt

The Eske hunting shirt is made of a durable material, and the brushed finish on the surface, makes the
shirt extra soft and insulating. The colors and checks are composed in a modern way that makes Eske
hunting shirt exciting without being too daring. Wearing a hunting shirt from Northern Hunting, you are
not only dressed practical but also stylish.
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Eske - hunting shirt
500 DKK / 70 EUR
Asmund Birk - hunting trousers
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Varg - hunting shirt
600 DKK / 80 EUR

Varg

600 DKK / 80 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Varg
hunting shirt

The Varg shirt is designed in a combination of colors that make the shirt applicable to both hunting and in the
everyday nature life. This shirt is designed for rough practical use. The Varg shirt is made in a material with stretch
that adds exibility during activity and a fast dry dimension. A highly functional shirt, with lots of pockets, details
and everything a wilderness shirt should have.
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Folke

500 DKK / 70 EUR

5
Breathable

Silent

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Folke
hunting shirt

The Folke shirt is developed in a lasting 100% cotton material with a brushed finish and a soft, insulating and comfortable feel. The shirt has functional pockets inside as well as outside with zipper closure for safety. The dark colours indicate character and goes well with most hunting outfits and in the everyday life. A strong woodsman shirt
with everything a wilderness shirt should have. Wearing a shirt from Northern Hunting is not just being practical,
but also being well-dressed!
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Folke - hunting shirt
500 DKK / 70 EUR
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Thorlak

600 DKK / 80 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Thorlak
available in 2 colors because it’s so cool.

The Thorlak hunting cloud fleece has been designed in an uncommonly soft, flexible and silent fleece fabric, which
is thermally insulating and breathable. Well-suited for post hunting, dog handling and sneak hunting. Its streamlined design with consistent and simple details makes the cloud fleece perfect as a thermal layer underneath your
hunting jacket. The sharp design and the handsome brown and green melange colours make the Thorlak hunting
cloud fleece a perfect match for your hunting wardrobe!
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Thorlak - asymmetrical cloud
fleece, (available in 2 colors)
600 DKK / 80 EUR
Geir Agnar - kevlar trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1500 DKK / 200 EUR

Toke - lightweight insulating layer
with stretch and lined panels
700 DKK / 95 EUR

Toke

700 DKK / 95 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Toke
lightweight insulating layer.

The Toke shirt is made in a functional and highly aesthetic design, with an interesting combination of stretch and
lined panels. The Toke shirt is ideal as a lightweight insulating layer under a jacket such as Aslak Hugin or as an
outer layer on milder hunting days. The green colours make the Toke shirt perfect for both hunting and outdoor
activities. An attractive and practical shirt that will harmonize with the wardrobe of most
hunters and outdoor enthusiasts.
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Eskild - lightweight camo insulating layer
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo,
stretch and lined panels
900 DKK / 120 EUR
Ivar Atla - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo and
ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR

Eskild

900 DKK / 120 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Camo Print

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Eskild
lightweight camouflage insulating layer.

The Eskild hunting jersey is made in a functional and highly aesthetic design, in an interesting combination of
stretch and lined panels. The Eskild jersey is ideal as a lightweight insulating layer under a hunting jacket such as
Skjold Aki or Roar or as an outer layer on milder hunting days. The licensed TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print has
been developed specifically for Nordic forests and makes the Eskild hunting jersey perfect for hunting from post
and sneak hunting. An attractive and practical hunting jersey that will harmonize with the wardrobe
of most hunters.
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Svart

700 DKK / 95 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Camo Print

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Svart
you don’t get more stealthy then this.

Svart has been developed as an extremely insulating mid-layer in high-quality licensed material. The material is
extremely silent and flexible, which makes Svart very comfortable. The asymmetrical zipper adds an exciting look,
but is also avoiding centrally placed zippers to tangle. The licensed TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print is specifically
designed for Nordic forests, and is exceptional for hunting from post and stalking. Can also be used as an outer
layer on warmer hunting days or as part of every hunting outfit.
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Trand - camouflage hat
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
150 DKK / 20 EUR
Svart - camouflage fleece
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
700 DKK / 95 EUR
Ivar Atla - camouflage trousers
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR

Hauk - hooded full zipper fleece
with strong fabric patches
700 DKK / 95 EUR
Raven - t-shirt
in 100% cotton
250 DKK / 35 EUR
Tolver Rahn - trousers
with stretch and canvas panels
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Hauk

700 DKK / 95 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Hauk
silent and soft fleece.

The Hauk fleece is designed in an exceptionally flexible, silent and soft fleece material that is extremely heat insulating and breathable. The flexibility in the fleece material provides freedom of movement, plus as an additional
practical feature a strong fabric has been added in exposed areas, to make sure that Hauk stays strong. The fleece
is suitable for all types of hunting, as well as ideal for outdoor people in general. The insulation value makes Hauk
perfect as an intermediate layer, but also ideal as a outer layer on milder days in the wild.
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Kroy

900 DKK / 120 EUR

Water Repellent Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Blaze HiVis

Camo Print

5
Strong

Radio Pocket

Game Bag

Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Kroy
functionality & safety first.
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The Kroy hunting vest is a top-quality product developed in a light and breathable fabric with inserted stretch panels to ensure an effortless and comfortable hunt or trip to the shooting range. The licensed TECL-WOOD™ Blaze
HiVis camouflage print is developed specifically for hunting with high safety requirements, such as dog handling,
but also in a camouflage that makes you less visible to animals. The Kroy hunting vest is designed with a large
functional game pocket on the back, three inner pockets (two radio pockets), printed reflexes and magnet-closed
pockets. All hunters should have a vest of this type for safety’s sake!

Roald - hunting cap
solid green and brown
300 DKK / 40 EUR
Kroy - hunting & safety vest
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
900 DKK / 120 EUR
Thorlak - asymmetrical cloud
fleece, (available in 2 colors)
600 DKK / 80 EUR
Asmund Birk - hunting trousers
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Raven

250 DKK / 35 EUR

Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Inner Layer

The

Raven
100% cotton t-shirt

The Raven t-shirt is made of 100% cotton of the highest quality. The fit is modern and technically. Logo is placed
on the chest and Northern Hunting on back of the right sleeve. Raven comes in 3 colors, all of which complements
the rest of the Northern Hunting collection. Great t-shirt for a great price.
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Raven - t-shirt
250 DKK / 35 EUR
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Asthor Lue - underwear shirt
in 100% merino wool
600 DKK / 80 EUR
Asthor Laug - underwear trousers
in 100% merino wool
600 DKK / 80 EUR

Asthor Lue

Asthor Laug

600 DKK / 80 EUR

600 DKK / 80 EUR

Asthor Lue - green or dark olive

Wool

Highly
Insulation

Silent

Asthor Laug - green or dark olive

Breathable

Wool

Highly
Insulation

5
Stretch

Inner Layer

Silent

Breathable

5

Warranty

Stretch

Inner Layer

Warranty

The

Asthor Lue & Asthor Laug
100 % long fibered merino wool with high abrasion resistance.

The Asthor hunting underwear set is designed in long fibered ultra soft 100% merino wool, which is extremely
insulating, while at the same time having high breathability, making the underwear useful during all seasons of
the year. An exceptionally attractive fabric, which helps the body maintain a pleasant temperature during physical
activity and extreme weather. Merino wool is self-cleaning, enabling you to thereby avoid body odours and fluids
after each use. With the associated Asthor Laug hunting underwear bottom you have the ideal underwear set for
hunting and outdoor activities! We got this merino wool underwear set in 2 colors.
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Bjorn

Vidar

350 DKK / 45 EUR

250 DKK / 35 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Inner Layer

Warranty

The

Bjorn & Vidar
fleece underwear keeping you warm and the cold out.

The Bjorn top and Vidar bottom hunting fleece has been designed in an uncommonly soft, flexible and silent fleece
fabric, which is thermally insulating and breathable. Well-suited as a warm layer on really cold days. Its streamlined
design with consistent and simple details makes the fleece set perfect as a thermal layer underneath your layers
when hunting in clod weather. The sharp design and the handsome dark olive color make the Bjorn and Vidar fleece
set a perfect match for your hunting and outdoor wardrobe!
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Akse - hunting anorak
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1900 DKK / 255 EUR
Asmund Birk - hunting trousers
1000 DKK / 135 EUR
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Roald - hunting cap
300 DKK / 40 EUR

Water
Repellent

Breathable

Strong

Ventilation

The Roald hunting cap is developed in a
durable and breathable fabric. The design
is made in harmonious green colors, to
fit perfectly into northern forests. Roald
completes the hunting outfit, this set can
be used both at hunting and in the spare
time. This is a modern unisex cap in
great quality.

Adjustable in the back.

K400 - hunting socks with wool
120 DKK / 16 EUR
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K400 is a thermal hunting sock designed
to keep your feet warm on outdoor adventures. The sock has extra isolating polypropylene spots and a breathable top,
which will keep your feet warm and dry.
The K400 hunting socks contains a high
level of wool providing great insulation,
which stabilize the body temperature perfectly down to -10 degrees Celsius. The
K400 is part of Northern Huntings upcoming socks-program. We will launch the
remaining models continuously.
Available in 3 sizes.

Wool

Highly
Insulation

Breathable

Stretch

Roald - hunting cap
solid green and brown
300 DKK / 40 EUR
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Olaf - full face mask
camouflage & solid green
220 DKK / 30 EUR

Breathable

Highly
Insulation

Stretch

Silent

Option: Over the nose.

Option: On the chin.

Trand - hat

camouflage & solid green
150 DKK / 20 EUR
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Option: Over the nose.

Option: On the chin.

Ari - neckgaiter
camouflage & solid green
150 DKK / 20 EUR

Dry bag - 15 liters
250 DKK / 35 EUR

5
Waterproof

Strong

Warranty

Dry bag - 15 liters
250 DKK / 35 EUR

Thor Ragnar - hunting jacket
with lightweight insulation and
ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
2500 DKK / 335 EUR
Aslak Teit - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 menbrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR
Tora Sif - hunting jacket
with ADDVENTEX™ membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Tora Liv - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ membrane
1200 DKK / 165 EUR

Womens Wildfit
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Tora Sif - hunting jacket
with ADDVENTEX™ membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Tora Liv - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ membrane
1200 DKK / 165 EUR

Tora Sif jacket
adjustable hood

Tora Sif jacket
open ventilation
under both arms and
backside game bag

Tora Sif jacket
inside details
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Tora Sif - hunting jacket
with ADDVENTEX™ membrane
1700 DKK / 230 EUR
Tora Liv - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ membrane
1200 DKK / 165 EUR

Tora Sif

Tora Liv

1700 DKK / 230 EUR

1200 DKK / 165 EUR

Tora Sif

Tora Liv

Waterproof Windproof

Silent

Ventilation

Highly
Insulation

Waterproof Windproof

Silent

Ventilation

+5
-15
Breathable

+5
-15
Ideal C

Strong

Adjustable Grib Edge Radio Pocket
Hood

Highly
Breathable
Insulation

Strong

Ideal C

5

5
Outer Layer Warranty

Outer Layer Warranty
The

Tora Sif & Tora Liv
a hunting set that really protects you.

The Tora hunting set complements the female body shape on a rarely seen level. The cut is modern and the features are top notch. The Tora set is made with full ADDVENTEX™ membrane, which makes it 100% windproof and
waterproof, because we also have added taped stitchings all over and waterproof zippers. Well-placed ventilation
zippers on the Tora Sif jacket, make it ideal both for active hunts and sedentary hunting from post or tower.
The Tora Liv trouser is also made with full ADDVENTEX™ membrane, taped stitchings all over and waterproof zippers, which makes them totally windproof and waterproof too. Well-placed ventilation zippers, in both side of the
legs on the outside, make the trouser ideal both for active hunts and sedentary hunting from post or tower. Insulation in this hunting set ensures that it is possible to keep warm on the cold winter hunts. Northern Hunting designs
hunting clothes where the needs and shape of the woman are in focus.
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Alva Una

1200 DKK / 160 EUR

+15
0
Waterproof Windproof Ventilation

Silent

Strong

Breathable

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

The

Alva Una
all around hunting trousers.
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The Alva Una trousers complements the female body shape on a rarely seen level. The cut is modern and the features are top notch. Designed in a unique fabric material that is silent, strong and soft. We call the fabric quality ”our
signature quality” because this is a material that we have developed ourselves. Read more about this material on
the page 18. Moreover the hunting trousers has full ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane, taped stitchings all over and waterproof zippers. These features make the trousers 100% waterproof. It’s harmonious green color have been carefully chosen for the design to complement the nuances of nature’s own colours. The Alva Una trousers are light and
silent, making them the superior choice for both post and sneak hunting. With the associated Alva Una trousers you
have an extraordinary hunting pants that exudes tastefulness, functionality and the ambition for a succesful hunt!

Warranty

Freja - asymmetrical cloud fleece
600 DKK / 80 EUR
Alva Una - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 menbrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Groa - reversible camo jacket
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
and ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 membrane
1000 DKK / 135 EUR
Embla - camouflage fleece
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
500 DKK / 70 EUR
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Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
Lauge
- hunting
(green),
with all shirt
over stretch
500
DKK
/ 70
EUR
1000
DKK
/ 135
EUR

Groa

Frigga Unn, green

1000 DKK / 135 EUR

1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Groa

Frigga Unn

Windproof

Breathable

Reversible

Camo Print

+15
0
Blaze HiVis

Radio Pocket

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

Water Repellent Breathable

+25
+10
Ideal C

Stretch

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Groa & Frigga Unn
reversible, resistant, reliable that’s Groa - stretchy, soft and silent that’s Frigga Unn.

The Groa reversible hunting jacket is an unfailing and diligent design in hardwearing reversible fabric. On one side
it has the licensed TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print inspired by colours from Nordic forests and on the other side
Groa features a licensed HiVis version of the TECL-WOOD™ camouflage print for perfect safety. Complimenting the
female body shape on a rarely seen level, the cut is modern and feminine. Groa is a functional and silent jacket with
an ADDVENTEX™ WIND membrane, which makes both sides of the jacket water repellent and windproof. With Groa
you are at the same time gone for the game and highly visible for your fellow hunters. This is 2-in-1 jacket. The Frigga Unn hunting trousers are designed in an impressively silent and durable fabric with all-over stretch, providing
freedom and flexibility. The simple and functional design, as well as the hunting green colour, makes the trousers
an indispensable item in your hunting and outdoor wardrobe. A tasteful and feminine design.
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Frigga Iduna - hunting jacket
(brown), with all over stretch
1500 DKK / 200 EUR
Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(brown), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Frigga Iduna - hunting jacket
(brown), with all over stretch
1500 DKK / 200 EUR
Revna - fleece shirt
300 DKK / 40 EUR
Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(brown), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Frigga Iduna, brown

Frigga Unn, brown

1500 DKK / 200 EUR

1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Frigga Iduna

Frigga Unn

Water Repellent Breathable

Stretch

Ventilation

+25
+10
Radio Pocket

Ideal C

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

Water Repellent Breathable

+25
+10
Ideal C

Stretch

5
Outer Layer

Warranty

The

Frigga Iduna & Frigga Unn
full flexibility in a hunting set.

The Frigga hunting set is designed in an impressively light and water-repellent fabric in all-over stretch. Features
that make hunting comfortable and effortless, even on hot days. The hunting jacket Frigga Iduna has ventilation
option in the back. The capacious pockets are perfect for storing equipment during the hunt. Northern Hunting’s
recognizable organic lines give Frigga Iduna a stylish look, which is only enhanced in combination with the Frigga
Unn hunting trousers.
The Frigga Unn hunting trousers are designed in the same all-over stretch fabric, providing freedom and flexibility.
The simple and functional design, as well as the hunting green colour, makes the Frigga Unn hunting trousers an
indispensable item in your hunting wardrobe.
A complete hunting or outdoor outfit where functionality is integrated into a stylish and feminine design.
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Embla

500 DKK / 70 EUR

Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Camo Print

5
Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Embla
you don’t get more stealthy then this.
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Embla has been developed as an extremely insulating mid-layer in high-quality
licensed material. The material is extremely silent and flexible, which makes
Embla very comfortable. The asymmetrical zipper adds an exciting look, but
is also avoiding centrally placed zippers to tangle. The licensed TECL-WOOD™
camouflage print is specifically designed for Nordic forests, and is exceptional
for hunting from post and stalking. Can also be used as an outer layer on warmer hunting days or as part of every hunting outfit. Northern Hunting designs
hunting clothes that compliment the female body shape on a rarely seen level,
the cut is modern and feminine.

Embla - camouflage fleece
with licensed TECL-WOOD™ camo
500 DKK / 70 EUR
Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(green), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Freja - asymmetrical cloud fleece
600 DKK / 80 EUR
Alva Una - hunting trousers
with ADDVENTEX™ 5.8 menbrane
1200 DKK / 160 EUR

Freja

600 DKK / 80 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Freja
silent and soft fleece.

The Freja hunting cloud fleece has been designed in an uncommonly soft, flexible and silent fleece fabric, which is
thermally insulating and breathable. The fleece compliment the female body figure through the feminine shape
design. Well-suited for post hunting, dog handling and sneak hunting. Its streamlined design with consistent and
simple details makes the cloud fleece perfect as a thermal layer underneath your hunting jacket. The sharp design
and the handsome brown and green melange colours make the Freja hunting cloud fleece a perfect match for your
hunting wardrobe! A really soft and super comfortable fleece on and off the hunt.
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Edda - lightweight insulating layer
with stretch and lined panels
600 DKK / 80 EUR
Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(brown), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR
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Edda

600 DKK / 80 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Edda
lightweight insulating layer.

The Edda shirt is made in a functional and highly aesthetic design, with an interesting combination of stretch and
lined panels. The Edda shirt is ideal as a lightweight insulating layer under a jacket such as Frigga Iduna or as an
outer layer on milder hunting days. Edda complements the female body shape on a rarely seen level. The green
colours make the Edda shirt perfect for both hunting and outdoor activities. An attractive and practical shirt that
will harmonize with the wardrobe of most hunters and outdoor enthusiasts.
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Hela

800 DKK / 110 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Hela
extremely flexible hunting layer.

The Hela fleece has been developed as an extremely insulating mid-layer. The material is extremely silent and flexible, which makes the Hela fleece very comfortable. As an additional practical feature a strong fabric has been added in exposed areas. The material combination, and the asymmetrical zipper, adds an exciting look, plus the zipper
detail helps to avoid centrally placed zippers to tangle. The organic lines in the design is highlighted by the feminine figure in jacket. Can also be used as an outer layer on warmer hunting days or as part of every hunting outfit.
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Hela - hooded full zipper
flexi fleece
800 DKK / 110 EUR
Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(brown), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Vilda - hunting shirt
400 DKK / 55 EUR
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Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(brown), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Vilda

400 DKK / 55 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Midlayer

Warranty

The

Vilda
a functional and comfortable hunting shirt

The Vilda hunting shirt is designed in a carefully selected material combination. This provides easy stretching,
which adds freedom of movement during activity and a fast drying dimension, as well as an extra soft touch with
insulating effect due to the brushed surface. An extremely functional and comfortable shirt.
The Vilda shirt is designed in a balanced color scheme that gives the shirt a modern look and makes it useful on and
off the hunt. The shirt is furthermore made in a feminine figure that highlights the female shapes. If you wear a
hunting shirt from Northern Hunting, you are not only practical but also well-dressed.
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Mejse

250 DKK / 35 EUR

Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Inner Layer

The

Mejse
100% cotton t-shirt

The Mejse t-shirt is made of 100% cotton of the highest quality. The fit is modern and technically, plus made in a
feminine figure that highlights the female shapes. Logo is placed on the chest and Northern Hunting on back of the
right sleeve. The color of Mejse complements the rest of the Northern Hunting collection.
Great t-shirt for a great price.
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Mejse - t-shirt
250 DKK / 35 EUR
Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(green), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR
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Revna - fleece shirt
300 DKK / 40 EUR
Frigga Unn - hunting trousers
(brown), with all over stretch
1000 DKK / 135 EUR

Revna

Fenja

300 DKK / 40 EUR

200 DKK / 30 EUR

5
Breathable

Stretch

Silent

Highly
Insulation

Inner Layer

Warranty

The

Revna & Fenja
fleece underwear keeping you warm and the cold out.

The Revna top and Fenja bottom hunting fleece has been designed in an uncommonly soft, flexible and silent fleece
fabric, which is thermally insulating and breathable. Furthermore the set is designed in a feminine figure that highlights the female shapes. Well-suited as a warm layer on really cold days. Its streamlined design with consistent
and simple details makes the fleece set perfect as a thermal layer underneath your layers when hunting in clod weather. The sharp design and the harmonious dark olive color make the Revna and Fenja fleece set a perfect match
for your hunting and outdoor wardrobe!
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Roald - hunting cap
300 DKK / 40 EUR

Water
Repellent

Breathable

Strong

Ventilation

The Roald hunting cap is developed in a
durable and breathable fabric. The design
is made in harmonious green colors, to
fit perfectly into northern forests. Roald
completes the hunting outfit, this set can
be used both at hunting and in the spare
time. This is a modern unisex cap in
great quality.

Adjustable in the back.

K400 - hunting socks with wool
120 DKK / 16 EUR

K400 is a thermal hunting sock designed
to keep your feet warm on outdoor adventures. The sock has extra isolating polypropylene spots and a breathable top,
which will keep your feet warm and dry.
The K400 hunting socks contains a high
level of wool providing great insulation,
which stabilize the body temperature perfectly down to -10 degrees Celsius. The
K400 is part of Northern Huntings upcoming socks-program. We will launch the
remaining models continuously.
Available in 3 sizes.
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Wool

Highly
Insulation

Breathable

Stretch

Roald - hunting cap
solid green and brown
300 DKK / 40 EUR
Freja - asymmetrical cloud fleece
600 DKK / 80 EUR
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The
5 YEARS WARRANTY
We wish to create quality at top level.
We only develop products with extra high abrasion resistance –
therefore we can offer you an extended 5-years warranty on all
Northern Hunting products. In this way, we hope to show that it
is not just empty words, but that you can actually rely on the high
quality of our hunting products.
Whether we have

managed to reflect the value in the products,
we leave up to you!

5
Warranty
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Northern Hunting collection
MEN

UNISEX

Roald, p. 74 & 106

K400, p. 74 & 106

Raven, green, sand & anthracite, p. 68

Dry bag, p. 77

Kroy, p. 66
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Trand, camo & solid green, p. 76

Ari, camo & solid green, p. 76

Olaf, camo & solid green, p. 76

Toke, p. 59

Svart, p. 62

Eskild, p. 61

Bjorn, p. 72

Thorlak, brown & green, p. 56

Vidar, p. 72

Asthor Lue, brown & green, p. 71

Hauk, p. 65

Asthor Laug, brown & green, p. 71

WOMEN

Tora Sif, p. 83

Groa, p. 87

Frigga Iduna, p. 91

Embla, p. 92

Freja, p. 95

Vilda, p. 101

Tora Liv, p. 83

Alva Una, p. 84

Frigga Unn,
green, p. 87

Frigga Unn,
brown, p. 91

Hela, p. 98

Edda, p. 97

Revna, p. 105

Mejse, p. 102

Fenja, p. 105
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At Northern Hunting we do things differently! We are not restricted by
norms and unwritten rules, but instead do exactly what we think creates the
best user experience, the best products, qualities and the cheapest prices,
taking into account the high quality of Northern Hunting products.

/ NORTHERN

HUNTING

/ NORTHERN

HUNTING

/ NORTHERNHUNTING_COM

/ NORTHERNHUNTING.COM

@

INFO@ NORTHERNHUNTING.COM

0045 71 99 20 60

Follow The Track of Northern Hunting on social media.
Your recognition makes a huge difference!

The Northern Hunting team

.PHOTOGRAPHER.
GUNNAR MERRILD
..MERRILD STUDIOS..
.....MODELS.....
CHRISTIAN HJORT
JEANETTE JENSEN
JONAS PLAGBORG
.GRAPHIC DESIGNER.
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